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The cast of The Way We Live Now, from left to right, Patti Wendt, Emmy Phipps, JoLynne Palmer, Barclay Roberts,
Randall Hatzog, Mary Margaret Guth, Irene Crist Foster. Theplay will run weekends Feb. 14—24 at the Little Theatre
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of Theatre Memphis A preview performance Feb. 13 will beneﬁt ATEAG.

Memphis, Tennessee
New Leadership in Place at

ACT UP Stages Civil

Community Center

Disobedience Protests

The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
Community Center acquired a
new president, two new board _
members, and a new director this
past month. Donna Riley was el—
evated to president, Gary Bodell
and Debbie Clarkson were elected
to fill vacant at—large positions.
f One position remains to be filled
__ ‘at the February board meeting.
Nominations and election will
take place then. Donna stated,
"We are becoming a new com—
munity center; all opinions are
— welcome. We are startmgfrom

’scratch¥
ing rent cn51s was
~ offset ‘Bythe landlord crediting
part of the MGLCC‘s original
__ deposit toward the January rent.
Numerous donations from indi—
viduals and the Coalition put the
treasury on a firmer footing. A
major topic of discussion at next
month‘s meeting.will be the space
requirements for the center. The
present lease will expire in the
fall, and discussions are begin—
ning on improving the facility
and the best way to do so.
The membership that was
present voted to create a new
position of Director for the
MGLCC and accept an offer from
a volunteer to fill the new post.
The responsibilities consist of:
coordinating volunteers to staff
the center, maintenance and
housekeeping duties, organizing
fundraising activities, and fol—
lowing up on the tax—exempt
status with the IRS.
Barclay, a very active volun—
teer in the early days of the
MGLCC and before that with
Heart Strings, offered to take the
position. \His goal, in his own
words, is ‘‘increasing our cred—
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Several hundred AIDS protest— thatprogram is produced from both
ibility in the Gay and also the
ers
from thegroup ACT UP staged _ New York and Washington, a
largerMemphis community." He
protests
Jan. 22 and 23 as part of switch was made to the Washing—
tells a story of a tussle with the
phone company about listing his two days of civil disobedience. ton studio where Jim Lehrer ex—
phone using only one name. Af— Over 200 demonstrators were ar— plained that a demonstration was _
underway. Three of the protesters
ter many tos and fros which in— rested.
The demonstrators called for attempted to chain themselves to —
cluded a court order, Ma Bell
gave in. So many people used. more spending to fight the AIDS anchor Robert MacNeil. After the
only his first name that he had it epidemic. They blocked commut— incident, MacNeil explained that
legally changed and is known as ers‘ access to trains at Grand Cen— the MacNeil—Lehrer NewsHour
tral Terminal, marched past the had covered the AIDS issueexten— —
Barclay.
"Admittedly, some important New York Stock Exchange, and sively and would continue to do so.
ACT—UP spokespeople said the .
considerations have been ne— interrupted twonetworknewscasts.
Three
people
were
arrested
at—
network
protests were notofficially
glected during the past six
tempting
to
enter
a
New
York
part
of
their
demonstrations, but
months, but the Centerhas always
remained busy and available for Health Dept. office to deliver dirty they applauded the actions.
use. We arenow stabilizingand_ needles inprotest oftheend of.a At CBS, viewers saw oneof

lookmg for broader support.
There will be new information on
our tax exempt status at the next
monthly meeting," says Barclay.
The volunteers and their new
director have already begun
cleaning and sprucing up the
center. Thursday video nights
have begun again. ‘Weneed your
help—yourown profession, your
mind, your opinion. We plan to
do a community survey of what
we are and what we should be—
come."
_
There will be an open house at
the Center on Feb. 24 from noon
to 7 PM. Snacks and punch will
be served at 3 pm and there will
be music from the Center‘s Doug
Bryson Memorial Tape Library.
They have promised a new look
for the Center and a forum for
questions and answers. Following
the open house will be a benefit
sponsored by Aphrodite to ben—
efit the center at WKRB. A sec—
ond benefit, an all—male revue, to
be shared by the Center and the
Switchboard will take place at G.
Bellington Rumples on Tuesday,

Feb 26.

HAPPY

— reedle exc angeprogramthere. § ~ threeprotesters who shouted im— | _
On Jan. 22, protesters inter— _ mediately following theprogram‘s >|
rupted the CBS Evening News and opening. Dan Rather apologized _
the MacNeil—Lehrer NewsHour to viewers and indicated that some
shouting slogans like "Fight AIDS, "rude" people had been ejected
from the studios.
Not Arabs."
Both networks indicated that
_ Sevenprotesters at PBS carried
a sign which read "Act up, fight heightened security would prevent
back, fight AIDS, not Iraq." Since such occurrences in the future.

~AIDS Deadly Milestones

Atlanta— The federal Centers for Disease Control has announced
that the AIDS epidemic has reached a grim milestone—100,000 —
people have died from the disease in nearly a decade. According to
CDC, the death rate is accelerating.
§
:
CDC projects that as many as 215,000 Americans will die of AIDS
. in the next threeyears.
Ninety percentof American peoplew1th AIDS are male and nearly _

—

three quarters of them are between 25 and 44. Gay or bisexual men
and IV drug users continue to be at highest risk accounting for more
than 86% of AIDS—related deaths.
By 1989, AIDS was listed as the second leadmg cause of death

among men 25—44 second only to accidents. Estimates say that bythe
endof 1991, it will rank among the top five killers of women in the
same age group. AIDS is now the leading cause of death among Black
women aged 15—44 in New York state and New Jersey.
In Tennessee, 1393 cases of AIDS have been reported as of the end
of 1990 with 382 new cases reported last year. Of all cases since 1982,
95% have been male and 69.7% were among Gay men. An additional
8.3% were both Gay and IV drug users. Tennessee ranks 29th of the
50 reporting states and the District of Columbia.

VALENTINES
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The

Old Guard vs the New— Who won?

by Allen Cook and John Stilwell
Last summer the organized Mem—
phis Gay community was rocked with
dissension—and the baby was thrown
out with the bath water.
Apparently some people were
concerned that the Gay community
was being "controlled" by a handful
of what they alternately termed the
"Old Guard" or the "Gay, white, male
power structure"—a half dozen or so
people who perennially ran and were
elected tooffices in the Memphis Gay
Coalition. We were among them.
In September, after being trashed
unmercifully during two GayRap
sessions on racism for its lack of
sensitivity to the issue ofrace relations
in the Gay community, the Old Guard
was tired. The trashing and attacks
continued unabated in the BWMT
newsletter for months. It seemed to us

The Triangle Journal News wel—
comesletters from its readers. Let—
ters should be as short as possible
and typed, ifpossible. All letters are
subject to editingfor clarity, spelling,
punctuation, and grammar. All let—
tersmust be signed, butnames will be
withheld if requested. Anonymous
letters will not be published. Send
your letters to The Triangle Journal
News,P.0.Box11485,Memphis, IN
38111—0485.

Dee Dee Speaks
I would like to take this time to say
thank you for including me in the
things that you would like to see hap—
pen in 1991. Plans are now working
for "Ms. Dee Dee Whitaker" — (a
former Miss Marshall Street) to arise
from the ashes."
The plans currently working are
for me to be co—show directorat anew
bar coming soon... ‘"Follow the Yel— _
low Brick Road"... When the bar
opens, I would like to say that most of
the Sunday shows will be very similar
— "to those that were featured down on
Marshall Street with Dee Dee, her
— children, and special guests.
Once again, thank you for remem—
bering me. I hope I‘ve helped make
someone forget his/her troubles
through benefits orjust 3 or4 minutes
per night, whether in a song, spoken
words, or a skit.
Thanks to all of the people who
have supported me in the last four
years, for the many memories, great
times, but most of all many new and
great friendships.
May God Bless.
Dee Dee Whitaker
Memphis
2—The Triangle Journal— February 1991

Editorials appearing in The Triangle Journal News represent
the opinions of the authors only unless otherwise indicated.

that a new group of leaders, primarily same time Don Griesheimer was rais—
based from BWMT,.B—GLAD, and ing questions about the finances ofthe
the Gay and Lesbian Community Coalition in his effort to punish it for mismanagement of MGC funds, rip— answered consistently fortwoor three
Center was emerging.
what he perceived as an anti—Lambda ping off the Coalition, income tax months. Former volunteers report that:
A little background: Years ago, in Men‘s Chorus editorial in the June evasion, racial and gender insensitiv— connecting and disconnecting them
an effort to increase participation in issue of Gaze, the Coalition‘s news— ity, incompetence, and a host of other became irregular.
«Memphis, deserved or not, has
the Coalition, its board of directors: paper. (As of this writing, he has still alleged inadequacies. People wehave
authorizedanew policy—anyonewho not made any formal accusations of never even met were calling us racist, been trashedin virtually every regional
was a member of an organized Gay wrongdoing on the part of any Coa— sexist, and power hungry to the det— Gay newspaper around. For the New
riment of the Gay community.
Guard, it apparently was not enough
group could become a member of the lition board member who resigned.)
We‘ve tried very hard not toinfuse that the Old Guard was gone; they had
Coalition simply by virtue of their
It was also about this time that
other membership. At the time, this Tommy Stewartbegan being attacked the Triangle Journal News with per— to attemptto destroy the Old Guard‘s
proposed policy was being discussed, publicly for alleged anti—Black ad— sonal issues, although we‘ve not shied reputation as well.
*The Memphis Gay Coalition‘s
someone suggested that we were just mission practices at his bars. Nasty away from reporting on the contro—
setting ourselves up for a hostile letters were circulated, rejected, re— versy. Addressing things like this is treasury is at its lowest point in the
takeover. Well, that hostile takeover . written, resubmitted, and re—rejected — kind oflike explaining why you don‘t past six or seven years. The Coalition
was being planned in September. But by most Gay and Lesbian organiza— beat your lover anymore. The more itself will have to mount fundraisers
before the "OldGuard" couldbe voted tions in the city. Stewart has since you try to defend yourself, the deeper just to keep its services (minimal as
out en masse, four of us, reading the suffered the distribution of a hateful you get into the hole. It‘s a hole we‘d they are now) operating.
*The Memphis Gay and Lesbian
writingon the wall, resignedenmasse. leaflet which some people attempted rather not wallow in, but the time has
Community Center‘s image as a
This move, of course, has been vari— to distribute in the parking lots ofarea come to say something.
By October, the Old Guard was neutral, non—political Gay and Lesbian
ously misinterpreted.
Gay and Lesbian bars. _
Ourresignations cameat aboutthe
As for us, we‘ve been accusedof suddenly out and a new regime firmly — space has been severely tarnished by
implanted.
the actions of some of its board
In those four months, what has the members who recklessly used their
New Guard accomplished?
association to gain credibility for their
*»Gaze newspaper, an eleven—year actions. MGLCC had a near brush
institution, suspended publication as with bankruptcy. A fall boatride, a
friends on the outside. They get no a newspaper after two issues under tried—before fundraiser, failed dis—
Prison Needs |
visits, no mail, no nothing for weeks the new regime. Starting out with a mally.
host of new volunteers and touting a
«Finally, the racism issue which
Well, I have now been down at the and months and years. Their friends whole new direction, they decided to
seems to have started the whole mess
spend
money
on
cars,
clothing,
food,
county jail for six months and have
suspend publication when that num— isstill unresolved. Theconfrontational
seen quite a few people come and go. and drinking but they are too cheap to ber fell to two or three committed tactics used to dictate bar admission
bring
inmates
a
couple
packs
of
Unfortunately, several have come
individuals. With the demise of Gaze policies have been ineffective so far.
back again. One wonders why people cigarettes or tojust visit and say, "Hi." as a newspapergoes a revenue source
If you think we‘re gloating, you‘re
In
the
six
months
that
I
have
been
at
from our community end up injail and
for
Coalition
activities
as
well
as
a
wrong.
Certainly there is some satis—
a lot of times come back again and the jail, I have brought cigarettes, major voice for the Coalition‘s stances
faction in watching a group of revo—
writing
paper,
envelopes,
stamps,
again.
and policies, and publicity for their lutionaries totally screw up its New—— _—
—— But let us look at the facts. Where pens, magazines, paperback books,. ~activities.
:
§
ae
*~*
S
sais
does a single person go for help and and newspapers to those in the Gay
«TheGay Switchboard, which pre—
But, bottom line here—weall lost.
Tier.
All
this
comes
out
ofmy
pocket.
understanding in Memphis. Ifyou are
dates the Coalition itself, has not been
a woman, there areseveral women‘s There is no financial help to assist
programs and supportgroups. Women inmates. I still get asked quite often
do give help to each other and show why there is no one, except me, who
kindness and compassion for people will help. I still have to answer, "what
with problems other then AIDS. If did you do to help while you were on
you are a single man, you have no the outside?" It‘s too bad that we have
where to turn. There are no agencies become a community that can only
or organizations in Memphis or in the — give love and support to those that
Gay community that care or will help have AIDS and ignore the rest of the
Box 11485, Memphis, Tennessee 381 11—0485
you. I wonder at times whetheralotof people that hurt either physically or —
_
Phone (901) 454—1411 (Evenings)
emotionally. All I can say is, "Have
the crimes committed are not out of
faith.
At
least
God
and
I
love
you.
desperation. One cannot even turn to
The Triangle Journal News assumes no liability for claim made by advertisers.
Appearance in this publication is not to be construed as an indication of sexual
the churches for help. The biggest Peace be with you. Try to love your
orientation, preference, or identity unless specifically stated. We welcome
brothers
and
sisters,
and
notjust
in
the
excuse is,"We don‘t have enough
materials submitted by readers, but reserve the right to edit or reject such
—
bedroom
or
barroom."
money to help people," or "We only
materials. The Triangle Journal News is published 12 times a year by Printers Ink.
To those on the inside, please be
have enough money to help certain
‘First class mailed subscriptions are available at $12 per year.
people." If you aren‘t one of those patient. I make minimum wage and
Co—Editors .
Allen Cook » John Stilwell
certain people, you‘re outin the cold. have to live myself, or at leastsurvive.
Staff Writers
Rather than be in the cold, you com— I share my paycheck with you all, so
Vincent Astor « Bob Dumais « Becky Caperton « Vance Reger
mit a crime just to survive. Not many if I don‘t have enough to buy three
f
Typesetting And Layout
people in ourcommunity care whether packs of cigarettes a visit orbrifig
Allen Cook « JohnStilwell « Bob Dumais « Vincent Astor
you are in jail or not. They only care more pens and paper, it‘s not.
. Advertising
whether you are in bed with them or don‘t care, it‘s simply the fact that 1 _
Vincent Astor
don‘t
have
enough
money.
But
I
still
not. Or, whether you are doing
Copyright © 1991 by Printers Ink. Reprintpermission on non—syndicated material
care.
Thanks
for
the
Christmas
Card.
is granted to Gay publications only, provided proper credit is given. Microfilmed
something for them ornot. They don‘t
by Southern Gay Archives, Boca Raton, FL.
—
have the time to do anything for you Youareallinmy prayersand thoughts.
\
_JohnProwett
and they aren‘teven interested in you.
Memphis not been seen since the National So—
Iam nottrying to pat myselfon the
known as the massacre of the Wings
cialist (Nazi) Party of Germany Six. It seems two charter members of
back, but I am disappointed that there
crushed the Jewish business of Nazi Wings Inc. did not like the way the
is only one person who cares enough Wings ‘Massacre‘
to go down to the jail to show caring
Germany thus becoming known to fraternal group was moving toward a
On the night of Nov. 19, 1990, we the rest of the world as "The Night of better and larger organization. So,
and support to those who are on the
inside. These people have been for— had a massacre in Memphis‘ Gay Broken Glass."
these two charter members and four
gotten by their mates, family, and community the likes of which have
This massacre will be forever
continued on page 15

Dr. June Osborn, chairman of the
National Commission on AIDS said
"It‘ s long overdue. [The policy which
excludes people with AIDS] has been
an embarrassment internationally
and a source of potentially very
painful discrimination for people
with HIV and AIDS."
Sullivan has also proposed remov—
ing several other diseases from this
list leaving active tuberculosis as the
only disease for which immigration

Soviet Gays
Coming Out
Peristroika or no, homosexuality
remains illegal in the Soviet Union
and attempts to start a Gay liberation
movement there have been met with
denouncements from thepress. While
once unthinkable things such as po—
litical freethinking, religion, and por—
nography are now flourishing under
Gorbachev, homosexuality has re—
mained in the closet as one of the last
taboos.
In the past year, a few dozen Soviet
Gay men and women have begun a
campaign to legalize homosexuality
and increase social tolerance.
While they have achieved some
successes, Soviet Gays are experienc—
ing the phenomenon of Gay bashing
and are often forced to undergo blood
tests for AIDS.
Technically Soviet law prohibits
only male homosexuality according
to an Associated Press report, but
Lesbians are active in the Gay rights
movement there.
The movement‘s leading organi—
zation, formed in 1989, is the Asso—
ciation of Sexual Minorities, which
publishes Tema or Theme, the first
Soviet Lesbian and Gay newspaper.
Like many early American Gay
organizations, the group keeps no
formailmembershiproll. Activists said
it has only 20—25 regular members,
but many more supporters.
In what appeared to be a
disinformation campaign designed to
mob wdiscredit the group, the Tass news
agency accused the group of harbor—
ing notonly "primitive" homosexuals,
but "necrophiliacs, pedophiles, ana
zoophiles," according to AP.
"Where can you find afresh corpse
to excite a necrophiliac? How much
does it cost to have sex with a baby?
Why doesn‘t Moscow have official
places formen toentertain themselves
with little boys, and girls with cirls?
Foronly tworubles, Tema provides its
readers with the answers to these and
other nasty questions," Tass said.
The editor of Tema denied the
paper had ever published such infor—
mation.
Activists said Western Gay and
Lesbian groups have contributed
typewriters, a small amountofmoney,
and 7,000condoms to the association.
Immigration
Law Changed
Washington— Louis Sullivan,
Secretary of Health and Human Ser—
vices removed infection with HIV
from the list of medical conditions for
which immigrants can be excluded
from the U.S. effective June 1, 1991.
The decision came two months
after Congress passed a law requiring
Sullivan to revise the list of such
conditions. It came as a welcome
surprise to AIDS activists and public
health experts who have decried the
U.S. policy since its inception in 1987.

officials can refuse an immigrant or
traveler entry to the U.S. Among those
diseases no longer included are lep—
rosy, syphilis, gonorrhea and three
other sexually transmitted diseases.
The proposed changes have been
presented to officials at the State and
Justice departments and will be pub—
lished in the Federal Register.
The policy excluding people with
HIV infection was instituted in 1987
when Sen. Jesse Helms added HIV

infection to the government‘s list of
"dangerous, contagious diseases" for
which an immigrant or visitor could
be excluded.
Public Health experts have long
contended that such restrictions are
medically unnecessary and discrimi—
natory. Among the organizations urg—
ing a change in the policy were the
National Commission on AIDS, the
American Bar Association, the World
Health Organizations, and the Inter—

national AIDS Society.
Public criticism surfaced last June
during the Sixth International AIDS
Conference in San Francisco when
dozens of AIDS groups and medical
organizations boycotted the confer—
ence. Sullivan was drowned out by
demonstrators when he attempted to
address the conference.
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OnThe First Date?
Phillip: Isuredo.
Thatsurprisesme.Alot
aboutAIDS.

Monday, February 18
Gay Switchboard Training

of people don‘t like to talk

Phllhg Nobody talks about
it. But everybody‘s afraid of
getting it.
Are you afraid?
Phillip: Of AIDS—yes. Of
talking about it—no.

The Memphis Gay Switchboard needs volun—
teer operators to staff its information, referral
and counseling line. Operators work from their
own homes through a call—forwarding system.
For more information attend this worksho'p.
7 PM — MGLCC
1291 Madison

What sort of reaction do
you get when you men—
tion AIDS?
Phillip: It certainly gets
their attention.

Memphis Gay Coalition
K
Space donated by the Triangle Journal News

Space donated by the Triangle Journal News
2
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AIDS Investigators Say Dentist
If Someone You

Infected Patients
Federal health investigators believe a the infected patients visited Acer on the
Florida dentist who died of AIDS may same day, making cross—infection from
have infected at least three patients, most instruments a possibility.
Kimberly Bergalis, one of the infected
likely by not using universal infection
patients, said the findings could silence
control precautions.
Through molecular studies, investiga— skeptics who questioned her assertion that
tors have determined that three patients of she caught HIV—disease from her dentist.
Dr. David Icer of Stuart, Florida are in— Ms. Bergalis has developed AIDS, but
fected with a strain of HIV similar to the other patients have not. Bergalis has won
one which infected the dentist. They a $1 million settlement from the dentist‘s
contend thatthe strain is unlike other strains malpractice insurance company.
The release of the CDC report was
found in the community, indicating that
the patients were probably infected in followed by a major policy shift on the
part of the AMA and the American Dental
Acer‘s office.
The case could lead to tighter health Association Jan. 18. Both organizations
precautions being instituted and has re— called on health care workers carrying
sulted in a call for HIV infected health care HIV to inform patients that they are in—
fected or stop performing risky surgical
professionals to identify themselves.
This is the first case in which a health procedures.
"The recent cases of possible dentist—
care professional has been implicated in
the spread of HIV to a patient. "While this to—patient transmission have caused some
is an extremely rare occurrence, we now uncertainty about the risk of transmission
know itis possible,"said Dr. Gary Swinger, from phycians to patients under certain
circumstances," an AMA statement said.
Tennessee state epidemiologist.
The move is a reversal in policy for both
How the virus was transmitted is still
unclear, but investigators report that sloppy groups, which had recommended only
infection control practices were used in— that their HIV—infected members consult
cluding re—use of surgical gloves, poor with peers about the ethics and safety of
sterilization of equipment, and possible conducting certain kinds of "invasive"
reuse of disposable equipment. None of medical procedures.
The statements drew immediate criti—
the three patients had other recognized
risk factors for HIV infection. One of the cism from AIDS activists who say that the
patients was a married older woman who two groups are over—reacting and that
CDC findings do not justify such sweep—
had never had a blood transfusion and
whose husband tested negative. Two of ing restrictions.
Roanoke Law Targets Gays
Roanoke, VA — The American Civil
Liberties Union has called a local anti—
solicitation law passed to fight prostitution
"abominable" because it is being used to
target Gay men. It is still not satisfied with
a revision.
Over 80% of the new law‘s applica—
tions have been used to prosecute Gay
men who solicited undercover police of—
ficers for sex.
The law first came under fire in De—
cember when a Roanoke judge threw one
case out of court because it seemed to him
that the statute was being used to unfairly
target homosexuals. The same judge has
since thrown out an additional case.
According to Roanoke Gay activist Sam
Garrison, the undercover officer was more
aggressive than the suspect in both cases.
According to a United Press International
report, Garrison said the officer initiated
the conversation and was the one who first
suggested oral sex.
Garrison said every person so far has
been a consenting man who went to a park
or some other place to find a sex partner.
The new law no longer required a dis—
cussion of payment and an overt act
4—The Triangle Journal— February 1991

before an arrest could be made, but a
revision was made Jan. 7 to eliminate
language that technically made it illegal to
simply discuss sexual acts in places such
as parks, bars, and malls.
Under the new provisions, solicitation
must include discussion of a price and
must happen in a place open to the public
to be illegal.
Garrison says Gay men who meet in
parks are little different from heterosexual
men who go to nightclubs. Heterosexual
sex outside of marriage is illegal in Vir—
ginia, but police are not staking out bars,
Garrison said in the UPI report.

Know Is

Living with AIDS,
Chances Are
Someone You Know Has Severe
Financial Problems!

If You Contact Us at
501—633—0554
|

ios

or write

E

ys

ALRC
P.O. Box 1058

Forrest City, Arkansas 72335

WE CAN
A

MAKE

DIFFERENCE

Buys

Te¥m Life Insurance
Policies From the Terminally III
For CASH

Whole Life and

The ALRC program is not for everyone and is not available
where restricted by State regulations. State and Federal
laws require that strict guidelines be followed. ALRA is
dedicated to enhancing the quality of life for the terminally
ill... with grace... with style... and with complete confiden—
tiality.

insureds with minor children must supply absolute proof of monies
set aside for minor children upon insured‘s death prior to this entire
process beginning.

Prior to the change in policy, only indi—
viduals traveling with a disabled award
winner would be reimbursed.
Accordingto aWashingtonPostreport,
the new rules give agencies authority to
approve paid travel for one person who
"can be an individual related by blood or
A Crack in the Door...
affinity, whose close association with the
employee is the equivalent of a family
Federal workers who winmajor awards ~relationship..." Officials say the new rules
can now take a spouse or other individual could allow agencies to reimburse the
"related by blood or affinity" to attend an :i gravel of a Gay companion, or simply a
awards ceremony with them at government sisfriend, to accompany a government award
expense.
fa dbecwinner
The policy was approved last summer
by the Office of Personnel Management
which said that it is all right for agencies to
pay the transportation costs for a spouse,
relative, or close friend to accompany the
winner to important awards events.

White Supremacists
Sentenced
Boise, ID— Three white supremacists
convicted of plotting to bomb a Gay
nightclub in Seattle have been sentenced
to prison.
U.S. District Court Judge Harold Ryan
ordered John Winslow, 29, to nine years
and a $3,500 fine; Steve Nelson, 35, to
eight years and 150 hours of community
service; and Proctor James Baker, 58, to
two years, 150 hoursofcommunity service,
and a $7,500 fine.
All three had been linked to the Church
of Jesus Christ Christian—Aryan Nations.
Ajury in Boise found the three guilty in
October ofconspiracy and manufacturing
and possessing pipe bombs according to
an Associated Press report.

« «¥

Holy Trinity

Moves to New

Church Home
Holy Trinity Community Church
will hold its first services in new fa—
cilities at 2323 Monroe at East Park—
way on Feb. 3. The church building
formerly housed Eternal Mercy Luth—
eran Church for the Deaf.
According to HTCC Pastor Rich—
ard Johnson, the church building be—
came available wher: its congregation
moved to the Whitehaven area. "This
is the church (building) I grew up in,"
said Johnson noting that his mother is
deaf and attended church there.
The facilities include a sanctuary
which will accommodate 130—150
worshipers and has a church organ.
An attached Fellowship Hall has a
fully—equipped kitchen, large meet—
ing rooms, and space for offices. The
building has two small parking lots.
"Wearegoing to leasethebuilding
for six months," Johnson said, "but
have an option to purchase the prop—
erty." Johnson said his congregation

‘

wouldhavetogrowconsiderablybe—
fore a purchase decision could be
made."ThisisthefirstGaychurchin
Memphisthathasactuallyhadachurch
tocallitsown.Whileanyspacecanbe
made
into aspecial
worshipabout
center,having
there‘sa
something
buildingthatwasdesignedasachurch
with the stained
glass windows and
everything,"
hesaid.
Regular services will be held at
11:00amonSundaymorningswitha
Bible studyat7:00pm.
group meeting on —
Wednesdays

ATEAC Announces
5th Annual Auction for AIDS
streamlinetheauctionprocess,"
saidfor
TheFifthAnnualAuctionforAIDS
Allen
Cook,
"
and
we‘re
looking
benefitting
the
Aid
to
End
AIDS
Committee
(ATEAC)
willonbeApril
heldat6. newtwiststokeeptheAuctionfresh."
Amongthenew
twistswillbeevents
theAuction
Memphis
Hilton
Inn
with"entertainmentvalue"saidCook.
chairsareMarkWhitehead,
have movevery
special ‘quickie‘
items
Beverly
Green,and
Allen
Cook. to "We‘ll
which
we‘ll
fast
and
per—
Businesses
will
be
solicited
hapssomeconteststoaddanelement
donate
items and services to be auc— ofskill in thebidding,"Cooksaid.
tionedinbothasilentandliveauction.
Anyone wishing to volunteer
Lastyearabout250
items
were
auc—
shouldplantoattendameetingatthe
tioned duringisone
the four—hour
auction.
Red Cross,
1400 Central
Ave. at 2
Theauction
ofATEAC‘s
two p.m.on
Sunday,Feb.
3.
Donorsmay
major
in—house
fundraising
events
one
of the Auction
chairs
eachyear.
Additionalfund—raising
is contact
through
the
ATEAC
office
at
272—
conducted
by
other
organizations
to
0855 during normalbusinesshours.
benefitATEAC.
"We‘ve made a real effort to
Coalition Aids MGLCC
donationwasalsoreceivedwhichwas
Asboard
the newofficially
Memphis
GayitsCoali—
thefirstofmany
more. chaired
tion
began
term,
EdMiller,
vicepresident,
several
importantactionsweretaken
themeetingaspresidentBillHuckabee
attheJanuary
meeting.
was unavailable. He wascompleting
The
IRS
has
given
the
MGC
an
amonth—longprogramintheVeteran‘s
extension
in
filing
its
past—due
tax
Hospital‘s alcohol/
returns
for thealsopast voted
four years.
The Administration
drug
treatmentfacility.
membership
to
again
sponsoron theJuneannual
Gay$750
Pridedeposit
River
Ride
22.
The
Theatre Memphis
wastobepaidinJanuary.JoyBooker
was
nominated for the open board Preview to Benefit |
positionvacatedbyPerryStevensand
will
runelection.
unopposed in next month‘s ATEAC
groupofurbanitesastheyrespondtoa
interim
The
WayMott,WewillLiverunNow,Feb.directed
colleaguewithAIDS.Theirstoryistold
The
membership
discussed
the
by
Brian
14—
24
completelyinthethirdperson,andthis
need
to
revamp
the
Memphis
Gay
(weekends
in
the
Little
Theatre
of
device is:retainedin
the script.
Their
Switchboard.
To
this
end,
Vincent
Theatre
Memphis.
Originally
ashort
Astor
and
Bob
Dumais
will
hold
a
jealousies
and
frustrations
are
filtered
storybySusanSontag,
itwasadapted
throughlayersofhelplessnessandsus—
SwitchboardGayRap.
Training session as the towillfeature
play form Irene
by Edward
ParoneMary
and picion—"Moreorlessfriendswithone
February
CristFoster,
A longdiscussion concerning the Lynne
MargaretPalmer,
Guth,Barclay
Randy Roberts,
Hartzog,andJo another...."Stuckinthesameglue."
Much
of the dialogue
takesthe place
financialsituationoftheCommunity
over
the
phone.
Ironically,
Centerresultedinadonationof$100
PattiWendt.
towardtheirJanuaryrent.Oneprivate Thestory involves26characters,a never appears, is never named. man
The

characters
(namedand alphabetically
from
Aileen,
Betsy
Clarice
to
Xavier,
Yvonne
and Zack)
frequently refer to
otherpeople
in
conversation—‘‘We‘re
notlearninghowtodie,Hildasaid."...."I‘m
ready to learn, Aileen said." The
man‘sillnessrangesfromhisfirstsick—
nessand
two stays in the hospital to a
homecomingtowardtheend.Thefinal
lineis,"He‘sstillalive,"butneveronce
throughtheentireplayhasanyoneuttered

thewordAIDS.
The prevue
on Feb.for13thewillAidbeToa
benefit
performance
End
AIDSforthisperformance
Committee. Ticketis infor—
mation
avail—
ableatATEAC(272—0855).Aportion
ofallproceedswillalsogotoATEAC.
For
general ticket information call
682—8323.
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Sodomy News Across the States

‘90 Declared Watershed Year
for Law Repeal Movement

FOR MEN

$1 per minute / $2 first minute
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community.
—The stunning revelation by re—
Dunng the recent gubernatorlal tired U.S. Supreme Court Justice
campaign, Texas governor—elect Ann LewisPowell thathemadea"mistake"
Richards won her race with over— and now regrets his deciding vote in
whelming support from Lesbians and _ Bowers v. Hardwick.
Gay men. Richards repeatedly called
for repeal of 21.06 in her campaign
speeches. Attorney General—elect Homeowners Insurance
Morales, having been less direct than
Richards, is expected to mount a Company Recognizes
friendly appeal.
Laurie Eiserioh of the Texas Les— Domestic Partners
bian/Gay Rights Lobby said, "We
Firemen‘s Insurance Company of owners of dwellings and condos in
want an appeal by the state. Without
Washington,
DC, one of America‘s DC and the states of Maryland and
a ruling from our highest court, Mo—
oldestbusiness
firms, has becomethe Virginia.
rales will have limited value. We will
AccordingtoCarl Blundell,CPCU,
first
insurance
company
in the nation
again file a bill to repeal 21.06 in the
acompany underwriting managerwho
to
file
a
homeowners
policy
change
‘91 legislative session, in the event
thatrecognizesdomestic partners. By created the new endorsement, "this
ouroptimism about the appeal proves
redefining
who is insured, the new homeowners policy change will ex—
wrong."
endorsement
extends to domestic tend automatic coverage to anyone
A moreominous note was sounded
partners
the
automatic
coveragerights with whom an insured has a close,
in Maryland lastyearwhen that state‘s
enjoyed
by
spouses
and
relatives of committed personal relationship that
Supreme Court disqualified hetero—
involves sharing household responsi—
homeowners policyholders.
sexual Marylanders from prosecution
bilities and owning property together.
Chartered
in
1837,
Firemen‘s
In—
under the state‘s felony sodomy stat—
surance Company is theonly property Automatic coverage applies after an
ute. The ruling left in place "sodomy
and casualty insurance company insured has established such a rela—
and perverted practices" as it applies
headquartered in the District of Co— tionship and lived with their domestic
to sex in private between consenting
lumbia. A+ rated year after year by partner continuously for at least 6
homosexual adults. The ruling, how—
A.M. Best, the company has grown months."
ever, provoked cries of outrage and
"Thepublic will no longer confuse
protest from Maryland‘s strong and and prospered by serving the com—
us with Firemans Fund or any other
munity
and
today
insures
more
well—organized Lesbian and Gay
dwellings in Washington than any insurance company," says Firemen‘s
community, who have vowed a re—
new president, Dick Andrews. "We
other insurance carrier.
newed legislative repeal campaign.
will have the first homeowners policy
Firemen‘s
offers
homeowners
"Overall, 1990 was the most pro—
coverage toapartmentrentersand the in the insurance industry that will

-.E-%mﬁ.E.-=Tlﬂ

nEéﬁggagglEﬂE

—A massive demonstration and
"civil disobedience in Atlanta, GA, to
protest the sodomy law.
—Two highly successfuland well—
attended intensive meetings on repeal
and reform strategies organized and
held behind the "Sodomy Curtain" in
the South by NGLTF‘s Sue Hyde.

l$=%mggmﬁ§la§ﬂ

Washington—Lesbian and Gay ductive year ofrepeal andreform work
activists at the National Gay and for the Gay community," said former
Lesbian Task Force are marking 1990 NGLTE Privacy Project director Sue
as a watershed year for legislative and Hyde. "Notwithstanding the Mary—
legal battles to repeal and reform land setback, I cannot think of a more
sodomy laws.
uplifting note on which to end the
Three major state court chal—
year than with a Texas victory. The
lenges—in Kentucky, Michigan, and momentum at the state level, spurred
Texas—received significant lower by the crushing, but temporary defeat
court boosts last year and reflect the of Hardwick, is now solidly in our
growing momentum for sodomy law direction."
reform since the anti—Gay Bowers v.
Other sodomy repeal news in
Hardwick Supreme Court ruling in
1990 included:
1986.
—The first—ever and highly suc—
In Kentucky and Michigan,judges cessful lobby day in Jefferson City,
last summer struck from the books MO, organized by the Privacy Rights
those states‘ sodomy laws. The cases Education Project ofSt. Louis to press
were brought by Lesbian and Gay for repeal of that state‘s homosexual—
people who argued that the sodomy specific sexual misconduct law.
laws violate their rights to privacy as
—An unsuccessful repeal drive in
recognized under state constitutions. Georgia following a court ruling that
Appeals of both lower court rulings narrowed that state‘s felony sodomy
are likely to be filed.
statute to unmarried heterosexuals and
In Texas, a Travis County district homosexuals.
court judge on Dec. 10 struck down
—The recommendation of a leg—
the Texas homosexual—specific sod— islatively mandated criminal code
omy law with the simple sentence, "I revision commission in Oklahoma to
declare this law unconstitutional."
delete that state‘s sodomy law from
Five Texas Lesbian and Gay ac—
the penal code; the recommendation
tivists had filed suit to challenge the wasscheduled to go to the state leg—
Texas law, commonly called 21.06. islature in January 1991.
The lower court decision in the case,
—Renewedlobbying inTennessee
Morales et al, may be appealed by the to seek full repeal of the Tennessee
newly elected Texas Attorney Gen— crimes against nature law that in 1989
eral, Dan Morales. Morales is thought was narrowed to criminalize same—
to be friendly to the Gay and Lesbian sex behavior only.

Rev John Tolley ~ pastor

£

IIEléql-TPg-EI.M

serve the diverse and changing
lifestyles of today‘s society without
sacrificing the privacy needs of the
individual."
Mr. Andrews advises that
Firemen‘s, unlike other insurance
companies, will no longer require that
the name of an insured‘s domestic
partnerbe disclosed and appear on the
homeowners policy in order for the
partner to be included for coverage.
"Because our new endorsement
eliminates the need for such notifica—
tion, unmarried insureds and their
domestic partners will have the pri—

vacy choices and coverage rights en—
joyed by married couples."
In addition, Mr. Andrews empha—
sizes that"everyone whorentsorowns
a home should consider purchasing
Firemen‘s revised homeowners policy
even if they are currently married or
living alone sincecoverage willextend
automatically to any future residentof
their household who fits thedefinition
of domestic partner."
Firemen‘s Insurance Company
plans to begin attaching the new en—
dorsement to all homeowners poli—
cies it issues beginning in early 1991.

Come

see

our

Sunday February

new

look

24th,1991.

It all starts at noon. Snacks and punch will be

GAYE LESBIAN:
C OM M U NIT Y C E N T E R

OI

EN

:
:
,
f
served to the energetic music of the

Doug Bryson Memorial Music Library at 3pm.

f

A suggestion forum will be held and the

r

culmination of the festivities will be at 7pm.
§

:

Why hear it from someone else? —
Come see it for yourself!

_APHRODIT
VARIETY S

Sunday — Feb. 24
WKRB
1528 Madison
_
4

Doors open at 7 — Show at 8 __
$3.00 Donation
Proceeds go to MGLCC

__
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Books & More for Women & Their Friends

Getting Rid of Unhealthy Guilt
by Becky Caperton, M.S.
"Despite years of academic
achievement,acurriculum resumefull
of research papers, and a thriving
business, nothing I did ever seemed
quite good enough. After years of
meditation, therapy, and inner dis—
covery, I still felt insecure. I was for—
ever apologizing for myself and
hopingIwouldn‘tdoanythingtomake
anyone angry."
Thesewords were spoken tome by
a client who seemed to be suffering
from unhealthy guilt feelings. Her
belief that she had to be perfect made
it hard for her to take risks and there—
fore stifled her creativity. It made her
competitive,tight—lipped, defensive,
andawfully serious about herself. She
constantly compared herself to others
and worriedaboutbeing one uporone
down. Shewas hypersensitive tocriti—
cism which she heard even when it
wasn‘tintended. Shewas likeafortress
prepared for attack.
Worse, because of her unhealthy
guilt, she was angry much ofthe time.
Unable to forglve herself or anyone

else, she was a prisoner of guilt and
resentment. Although shedid her best
to hide all of this under a smile, she
was ultimately betrayed by her body,
which became a breeding ground for
stress—related illness.

Is guiltyour middlename although
you would deny it to the death? Is it
hard for you to admit that you have
committed yourself to do too much
too fast? As you confront these
questions, they may help you to see
your priorities more clearly. It is im—
portant to realize that unhealthy guilt
has probably already robbed you of
© too many happy moments. Itis time to
start learning to accept and love
yourself
It is not easy to strip away years of
protectwe self—deceit. The age—old
advice "know thyself" is hard to fol—
low when guiltgets in the way ofself—
honesty. Butit can be done.
Unlike healthy guilt which sounds
analarm when you‘vedonesomething
you know is wrong, the unhealthy
variety takes on a life of its own and
bears no relation to genuine remorse.
It distorts your thoughts, emotions,
and behavior. —
To combat unhealthy guilt, you
_
must understand from whence it
comes. Its basis is black—and—white
thinking, a habit that stems from
childhood. We split our thoughts,
emotions, and behaviors into two
mutually exclusive camps: good and
bad, safe and unsafe. Unless we un—
learn this mind—set, we go through life
wewmgomselfandomersassamtsor
— sinners.

930 S. COOPER
ym_
p
P
COMING EVENTS
COMING
Sunday Feb. 3, 6pm, $2
Saturday, Feb. 16, 7 PM—Midnight , $3
Women & AIDS
Women‘s Valentine‘s Dance
Video and discussion focusing on safer sex for Lesbians. This Dance the night away with your sweetie and friends. Cash bar
program for adult women only. Co—sponsored by Gay Alternative. tickets available at Meristem or at the door. Co—sponsored by the
Gay Women‘s Social Group. Call for location.
Sunday Feb. 10, 10am, $10
Women‘s Mysteries: Beyond the Blood
Workshop on women‘s mysteries led by Tziporah, a woman raised
in the European Wiccantradition. The first ofourWomen‘s Spirituality
Series, this workshop will focus on menstruation, magic, and the
goddess. Open to women and men.
Sunday Feb. 10, 6pm, $10—15shdingseale

Drumming and Chanting
Be prepared to "let loose" in this workshop led by Tziporah and her
husband Kenny on the various styles and purposes of drumming
and chanting. Participants may bring drums, rattles, or chants to
share though previous experience is not necessary. Kennywill also
lead a workshop on men‘s spirituality on Sat., Feb. 9, and they will
both present two concerts on that weekend. Kenny and Tziporah
sponsored by Women‘s Action Coalition at MSU. >

.
Sunday Feb. 17, 6pm, $2
Sisters in Struggle: Black Women and Apartheid at
Home and Abroad
.
Speakers include Rita Haris of the South African Task Force and
Mid—South Peace & Justice Center. In addition, the photo exhibit
"Black Women Under Apartheid" will be shown at Meristem |
throughout February. Both programs are in honor of Black History
Month.
Sunday, March 3, 6pm, $5
7
Building Bridges to Ourselves: Women & Self Esteem
Workshoptobe led by NickiGolden, doctoral candidate in psychol—
ogy at the University of Mississippi. Compreparedwleamloieel
benerdzom yourself. _

K For more information onany events, call Meristem at276—0282. We look forward to seemgyau J
When youovercome the tyranny of
black—and—white thinking, and accept
therangeofgraysthatmakes ushuman,
you‘ll begin to letgoof unhealthy guilt.
Another step is to quit people—
pleasingandbetructoyourownfeelings.
Forinstance,insteadofrepressinganger
to appear virtuous and kind, express
yourfeelingsinan unhurtfulway.Instead

ofdoing things you don‘t want to do in
an effort to win others‘ approval, stop
bemgamanyrandlm to say no when
it is appropriate.
The first step in ridding youlself of
unhealthy guilt is to recognize the
symptoms. To help youdo this, I will be
complhng a list of twenty—one symp—
tomatic thoughts, emotions, and types

of behavior in the next two months to
help you identify unhealthy guilt. Be
gentle with yourself as you pinpoint
those that apply to you. Don‘t punish
yourself with the information; view it _
as a learning tool. Understanding what
motivates your unhealthy guilt will
help you let go of it and start replacing
it with self—acceptance and love.

"LOVING ARMS"

TO

CRADLE BABIES AT THE MED

Do you believe love is the greatest healer?
Do you believe touch is a great healer?

If you answered yes, you might be interested in knowing that there is a group
of people that have committed to volunteering a few hours a week to "love"
and "touch" the babies at The Med. Many of these babies are AIDS babies, sub—
stance abuse babies, and babies born to unwed mothers. We believe they need
to be loved and nurtured like other babies born into the world.

If you would like to share your love and receive many blessings, please
contact Shelia Tankersley at 393—0983 regarding information
about training sessions and orientation.
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1268 Madison Ave — 725—1909
FOOD — GAMES — SHOWS — DANCE FLOOR

;
TUES— THUR — FRI — SUN
_
BEER BUST — $2.00 — Midnight to 3:00 A.M. (see bartender)
MONDAY
:
BEER BUST 8 to 12or First Bottle
SHOWTIME 11 P.M. — Cover $3.00
WEDNESDAY
_
TRIXIE THUNDERPUSSY SHOW — 11 PM
BEER BUST 8 to 12 or First Bottle
Cover $3.00
___
:
f
SATURDAY
§
é
Trixie Thunderpussy
LATE SHOW — LORRETTA & COMPANY — 1:15 A.M.
BEER BUST 11 to 3 AM or First Bottle
Cover $3.00 —
f
‘:~ "SUNDAYS ——
—
——
._
Munchies All Afternoon THEN at 7:00 PM until....
RED BEANS & RICE — FREE

— DANCE & SHOWEBAR — 92 NORTH AVALON — 272—1525
MEMPHIS‘ SHOWEAR
Showtimes — Tues — Wed — Thurs — Sun — 11:30 PM f
Friday & Saturday — 12:00 Midnight
Specials in February

Mardi

Gras

Show

Going Down in the South (for Vacation)
by Vance Reger
I began this column the night the
new war started. Please join me in
praying that aggression for the wrong
reasons be it in world—wide conflict or
here in our own community will cease,
and send hope to our brothers and sis—
ters defending the peace for us in the
Middle East.
Last month was vacation time for
me—hope all you had some fun as well.
I managed to get away for a couple of
weeks, going to Atlanta for Christmas
and all over Florida before and during
New Year‘s.
In Atlanta, Wes Decker was host at
theEagle for a Leather ChristmasParty.
I managed to spend some time with my
dear friend and sister in leather, Linda
Vickery, Ms. NLA Arkansas 1991, who
sent her love and good thoughts to
Memphis. I believe a bunch of you do
remember her. Larry Dooley of
Warlord‘s Leather gave an excessive
Christmas Eve Day buffet, and we were
treated to.a fantasy given by Mr. S.E.
Drummer, Bembhard Zinkgraf. Christ
mas Day was spent at the home of
David Armstrong, Mr. S.E. Leather
1989, and leather folk from all over the
south were there, including Bill
Costomiris,Mr. Leather Charlotte 1990
and instigator of the almost victorious
beat Jesse Campaign, and some mem—

bers of the Tarheel Leather Club from
Greensboro, North Carolina. Bill and I
were able to schmooze for a few hours
in the kitchen (where else?), and we
may cook up something for later this
year wherein we plan to involve the
clubs and leather men and women of
the south—more about that later.
Contests—yes, my leather buddies,
it‘s contest season, and things are hap—
pening fast. Mr. Leather Tennessee will
be here (in Memphis) on April 19—21.
That‘s all I have right now—but look
for bulletins. I promise a wild
weekend.
Mr. and Ms. Southem Leather will
be in Atlanta on March 7—10. Men and
women will be competing, and many
activities arebeing planned. Try tomake
it down if you are able.
Meanwhile, our travelers got into
their trusty steed, and began theirjour—
ney to the wilds of Florida. Our first
stop was in St. Petersburg. We saw
quite an amazing amount of male flesh
on the white sandy beach there, and
feasted on fruit we picked ourselves.
From trees, I mean.
On to Ft. Lauderdale for a stay at the
Marlin Beach Hotel, and we managed
to be asked to judge a Daddy‘s Boy
Contest being given during a run of the
Fall Festival Association. We (Dave A.
and I) were also asked to do a fantasy
presentation with the aid of Chuck
Higgins, Mr. S.E. Leather 1990, and of

——

course we happily obliged. The club
also asked us to join them in a dungeon
party given in the hotel basement fol—
lowing the contest, and a truly imagi—
native set—up it was. There was a
well—padded sawhorse, a St. Andrew‘s
Cross, a spider—web rope sculpture,
slings (no waiting), and a weight bench
to fulfill anyone‘s slightest fantasy or
need. I had a memorable few hours
playtime there.
Next afternoon and evening (under
the light of the approaching blue full
moon), we made our merry way
to Key West, and experienced New
Year‘s Eve among the terminally ex—
cessive. Yes, there was leather among
the crowds. Shouldyou happen to visit,
Idirectyou to the One Saloon. Midnight
passed, the craziness began, and I met
men from as far away as Seattle. This
was also special for me; the first of
many holidays (I hope) spent clean and
sober. It was a treat to wake up without
a hangover. The next evening, on a
fairly unpopulated pier, I saw a sunset
the likes of which I lack the language to
describe. If any of you ever get the
chance, go experience this event there,
and you will be a changed person.
On the trip back, we stopped once
again in Ft. Lauderdale and for an
overnight in Orlando at the infamous
Parliament House. This place is truly
the Disney World for Gay men. I saw
my buddy Dennis McCormack, Mr.

Florida Drummer 1990, bartending at
the Full Moon Saloon in the hotel com—
plex. The next morning, while taking
the sun one last time before winter, I had
a visit with one of the proprietors of the
place, Mr. Robert Graves, who issued
an open invitation for people of Ten—
nessee to come down and soothe their
bones in the sunshine.
Later that day, we reluctantly
climbed back into the trusty steed, and
it was back home the next day (Gasp!).
Thanks David.
;
I‘ve heard that those in town for the
holidays offered many superlatives
about the Pipeline bashes, and in par—
ticular about the wonderful spread
graciously donated by a benefactor and
prepared taste—fully by our own Jere
"thank—you—sir" Douglas. Congratula—
tions to Dennis and all the boys.
In preparation for the upcoming
Leather Tennessee weekend, I‘ve been
asked to go over some basic ideas about
things leather in general. I recommend for
your reading The Leatherman‘s Hand—
book and Urban Aboriginals. These two
books cover just about everything you
would ever imagine about leather and
delve into the SM aspect, many relation—
ship variances and possibilities, and a
good deal of philosophy.
T‘lireiteratesomeofmybasicthoughts,
the first of which is that the wearing of
leather is truly for everyone, and doesn‘t
necessarily mean the person wearing it is
into SM. This is a difficult hurdle for
most of Gay society to breach, but

attitudes are better than they were in this
regard. I hope I‘ve had something to do
with the change.
Another basic idea, and a healthy one
at that: When you are attracted to a
person of leather, go talk to them. You
mightbepleasantly surprised.Mostpeople
of leather are thinkers, generally together
upstairs, and love to talk aboutit.
A big trend in leather relationships
these days is the daddy/boy arrange—
ment. I can‘t tell you how many times in
any Gay gathering I have heard people
mutter "daddy" under their breath as
some hunk goes by. Basically, in a rela—
tionship, the daddy is truly a father—type
figure; the dominanthalfin decisions and,
to some degree, an instructor. The boy is
the submissive, generally in everything,
and somewhat of a student. Of course,
every relationship has itsvariances ofthis,
but this type of arrangement seems to be
less severe than master/slave and more
equal in a communicative sort of way. I
myself have begun to train a boy, and it
seems to work for me. In the early stages,
it can mean a friendship, and commit—
ment can come later ifyou wish.
Publicdemonstrationsofsexualfanta—
sies and SM techniques are also popular
these days. When you see them,
please keep in mind that they are just
demonstrations and suggestions. Ask
and read before you try anything the first
time, please. And remember, in any of
these ideas and situations, you are only
limited by your imagination:. —
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quiet afternoon discussing various
Chronicles of G.
classicalideas,andindeedthatiswhat
wasplanned.However,whenIarrived
Bellington Rumples
atDeanHalliday‘sroomsIdiscovered
Britain felt foreign to me as I ~anew man there, and when we were
My name is G. Bellington glish,
had spent very little time there as a introducedIlearnedthathisnamewas
Rumples, and this is my story.
wasa"fresher"—a
native Colinandthathe
Itwasnotlongpastthebirthofthis child,andthememoriesofmy
first—yearmanatmycollege.Weshook
landwereofholidaysthere,andnotof
centurythatIreachedwhattheEnglish real life.
and he gazed rather shyly at
consider maturity, and upon achiev— But as I approached the gates of hands,
mewiththelargestandsoftestbrown
ing that milestone those of my class
I hadeverseen.
I felt an almost over— eyesIhavealwaysbeenabitshy,andI
— are expected to have a life plan. To Cambridge,
whelming
sense
ofbelonging,
offa—
thatend, itwasdecidedjointlybymy miliarity descending over me, and I seatedmyselfalittleoutsidethecircle
parents and myselfthat I should fur— realized thatmy yearshere wouldbe ofconversation.Astheteawasserved,
thermyeducationinpreparationfora goodones. I was,alas, mistaken. Ihadthedistinctimpressionofbeing
lifeofservicetotheCrown,apaththat Myfirstyearpasseduneventfully, stared at; and indeed every time I
my father had trod faithfully and, I
liftedmyeyes,IfoundColin‘sglance
might add, successfully, for thirty andIfoundmyselflookingforwardto
me. My facegrew hot. I carefully
returning
for
the
beginning
of
my
years.AndsoitwasthatIwasenrolledat secondyear.Soonafterresumptionof onstudied
the pattern on my cup and
saucer,
butstillI
felthis heavy gaze.
lectures,
I
was
invited
to
tea
in
my
my father‘salmamater, King‘sCol— Dean‘s quarters, a normal enough When the afternoon
ended I pre—
legeatCambridge,andIleftmypar— invitationwhichincludedseveralother paredtoreturntomyownrooms,and
entsandIndia,theonlyhomeIknew, men from my college. Ianticipateda asIsteppedthroughtheDean‘sdoor,
for England. Although wewere En—
The

I found Colin waiting for me. My
heart skipped what seemed like sev—
eralbeatsandapartofme was horri—
fied, convinced that I was having a
heartattack,andtherewasadreadful
moment
when myIstoppedandspoke
stomach turned
completelyover.
Colin‘s name. My voice was rather
low and scratchy. It seemed to me
thatColinvisiblyshudderedforjusta
moment,butthenhesmiledandasked
ifhecouldwalkwith meback toour
college. This was the first of many
such walks, and soon Colin became
an essentialpartofmy life.
Life became an unbearable mix—
tureofhappiness and terribleagony.
HappyinthepresenceofColin,Iwas
plunged into despair by his absence
andby theconfusionandguiltofmy
feelingsforhim.
After several month spent in this
way, Iattempted tosortoutmy feel—

ingsandmakesomesenseofthem,for
I knew thatIcould notcontinue long
without some understanding. I re—
solvedtodiscussthis withColin,and
justafewweeksbeforetheChristmas
breakofmysecondyearIdidjustthat.
whenI
— knewI invitedColintomyroom
that Bonham, my roommate,
would not be present. I put
Tchaikovsky‘s "Pathetique" Sym—
phony—Colin‘s favorite—on the
gramophone and tried to tell Colin
howIfeltabouthim. Hewas,toputit
mildly, horrified, but you must re—
memberthatthiswasEnglandnearly
a hundred years ago and things like
thisweresimplynotdiscussed.Colin
jumpedtohisfeetandmadehastefor
thedoor,butIcaughthissleevejustas
hewas undoingthelatch.Hestopped
andslowly turnedto me. On his face
wasalookofbewildermentandpain,
continuedonpage 15

ake a Date for You and your Mate
Join Melina and her all male review
featuring "Mike & The Memphis
Chippenales" at G. Bellington
Rumples Tuesday February 26th,
1991 at 7:30 pm. There will be a five
dollar cover for couples and a three
dollar cover for singles as well as
free treats and surprises.
This is a fund raiser for the
Memphis Gay&Lesbian
Community Center
and the
Gay Switchboard.

Make this a date to remember!
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Black Gay

Hietory in Memphie

Peaches‘ Perspective
successful thattheownerreturnedour
by Vincent Astor
money and 1:30 AM on Wednesday
When I proposed to do mypart for nightbecame an institution fora long
Black History Month, there is not time."Everybodygotalongbackstage.
reallyanypersonalinformationIcould Each had his/her unique contribution
use. So, I called on an old acquain— toward a true variety show. She met
tancewhoturnedouttobewellknown several stars during that time, among .
in the Black community long before I them B. B. King and Tina Turner.
ever first saw her. Shehas been de— In 1971, a group of strangers
scribed as always a frontrunner and knocked at her door. When she was
the only one foralong whilewhowas finally persuaded to let them in, they
doing anything toward Gay dlgmty
offered her ajob to replace Diana, a
and respect in the
Black com—
munity.
There is
(cy oe fA

Memphian.7.$
Memoir
s
by Vincent Astor

person
ols i
this de—
scription—
Peaches.
Accordingtoher,
she wanted to wear dresses as carly

Black performer
who was
leaving
town.

itwas
en
:\.
Lily
Chris—
tine, Billie
Jo Casino, and

Laura Lee Love welcomed
as kindergarten. "Ive always known Peaches to the original George‘s on
nothing but thethoughtofbeing femi— Madison. It was her first time in a
nine—being agirl." Sheisnothesitant white Gay club, and she was very
tocount the years, either. "I firststarted new and shy. It wasn‘t until Don
performing in front of the jukebox at Rossignol, partner in the bar, told her
Moore‘s cafe, between John Gaston what was going on that she even knew
hospital and Russwood Park on to accept tips from all those people
Madison Avenue/across from the coming up to the stage.
1971 was the landmark year when
main entrance to Baptist Central]
when I was three years old. When the the cross—dressing ‘ordinance was
police would. come, I would hide in an overturned in court, due to the arrest
empty beer box. I made a good deal of of George Wilson and several of his
money too." Forty two years later, her performers. Peaches had her share of
arrests for female impersonation as
joy in performing has not abated.
She tells another story about well. "Judge Ray Churchill said there
sneaking out of the house at age 13 ~were many women in his court who
(1959) to enter a contest at the Fla— didn‘t look as good as I did in drag and
mingo Room on HernandonearBeale. not to bring me back."
Female attire was a very serious
The owner, Clifford Miller, staged
concern
to Peaches in those days. She
this contest on Halloween night, and
Peaches remembers having only to had gone through all the examination
show up in order to win, by resound— and preliminaries to become a
ing acclamation. She became the first transexual and carried a letter from
Miss Black Gay Memphis, a title she her psychiatrist in her purse for years
won for 11 years in a row, thirteen attesting to that. She never had the
times altogether. It all came around surgery, but could still be eligible if
when she was asked to book female shechose. Sheevenadoptedandraised
inpersonators at the renovated New a son, as his mother. She even has
three grandchildren.
Daisy theatre only a few years ago.
. There were no Black Gay clubs for
Talent in those days was live sing—
ing and dancing. Most ofthe audience many years. The Blue Stallion had a
was not Gay, but there were a few large Gay following in the 60s, "75%
Gays and Lesbians who started com— Gay and 25% hustlers," says Peaches.
ing out to these shows. As Miss Mem— She also performed at the Music Box
phis was to become, Miss Black Gay and the Mirage on Elvis Presley, near
Memphis was a Halloween event ea— South Parkway. At the same time, she
gerly awaited by both Gay and non— was teaching folk and contemporary
Gay people. A backup band was dancing to young people at commu—
provided as each year the pageant nity centers and parks. She wrote a
grew and morecategories were added. letter to Mayor Henry Loeb outlining
In her years in non—Gay venues, , her qualifications and it resulted in
she performed at the Elks Club, the an interview and a job opportunity.
Velvet Club, the Tropicana, the Hip— Her personal life didn‘t dissuade her.
podrome, Club Handy, the Showcase "T‘ ll take a 50—degree turn to prove a
and also Club Rosewood and Club point," she says. She also has taught
Paradise. "We had to put up our own swing choir and majorettes.
Peaches had left George‘s for
money to do the second show at Club
Paradise after the first one didn‘t at— awhile to do some regional touring
tract too many. The second was so and become involved in other pur—
suits. She has been in several busi—
14—The Triangle Journal— February 1991 nesses, and a good bit of restaurant

Holy Trinity
Commumty Church
"The Place To Belong"
WelcomesYou to Our Services in Our New Church Home
2323 Monroe Ave. at East Parkway South
Worship Service
._
Sundays at 11:00 AM
Bible Study
Wednesdays at 7:00 PM
We are here for all your needs
Worship Services — Bible Studies —
For more information, call HTCC at 726—9443
or write P.O. Box 41648, Memphis, TN 38174
work. Before she left, she rec—
ommendedanotherperformerto —
take her place, someone known |
toGeorgeandDoninanentirely |
different situation. That is when
Memphis became acquainted
with Jo Ann Badey.
In 1979, when George‘s
moved to Marshall St., Peaches
returned for another period of
performingatGeorge‘s.Shewas
interviewed for the brand new
Gaze newspaper by reporter
Scott Correll, and Don, after
reading the interview, asked her
if she wanted their help to open
her own club. Thus, in the old
synagogue building on Jackson
in the Pinch, Club Peaches was
born. It was the first Black—
owned, Black Gay—oriented bar
that Memphis had ever known.
Peacheshadmanyheartaches
at this new location. She main—
tainsthatthereshouldhavebeen
noguestionaboutfinances,loans
being paidback, furniturebeing
— confiscated, lawyers being
broughtin, partners writing bad
checks—it boiled down to ma—
nipulation of percentages, per—
cent of white patrons versus
percent of Black patronsat any
givenlocation.ClubPeacheswas
opened in the interests ofBlack
people, but keeping the per—
centage of Black people at
George‘s atacertain level was a
factor too.
When the white percentage
began to grow at Club Peaches, .
she says that there were dis—.
¥
agreements
and rumors, and 1
damaging things were said. She |
sold the club in order to devote
her time to personal matters, but
was notyetout ofproblems. The
new owners had financial prob—
— —continued on page 15

MEET the HOTTEST
MEN OF THE SOUTH —EAST
1—900—246—2468
1st SELECT YOUR AREA,THEN SELECT YOUR MAN!

EXCLUSIVE INTROS FOR
DATING OR HOT TALK

GA.

— FINE LINES
FROM
TALK OF
THE
TgrvN. INC.
per min.
($2 1st min.) 18+
OR NATIONWIDE PHONE ACTION OR LEATHER MEN
1—900—463—4MEN
(scl 5

Letters

intemidate[sic] officers and board
members to your way of thinking?
I am well aware that at least one of
your reporters or editor has first hand
knowledge that the MG&LCC board
members votedagainstthecommunity
center doing anything closely related
to controversial matters. In fact the
board has made it explicitly clear that
the community center is open to any
person or orginization[sic] as long as
they abide by the regulations set down
by the center.
As for the anti—Stewart leaflet, you
must surely know that this is not true
the leaflet was solely for the purpose
of discrimination in the bars and our
community. In fact the past President
of the Memphis Gay Coalition at rap
session said that Mr. Stewart was—a"
very good friend of his, and that he is
the most racist person he knows.
It was perceived at this time that
J—Wags and Reflections had the most
complaints of discrimination. It just
so happens that Mr. Stewart owns
these bars.
The only thing anti here is anti—
discrimination. Don‘t we get enough
of that from the so called—world...
Raymond Patterson
Memphis

yet found a lover, do not despair. If
you have found love, but that pre—
cious love was not returned, do not
despair. And if you have found love
and that love has left, do not despair.
Do not despair, for love will find you,
and that love—the greatest gift that
we can receive from our maker—will
carry you through all the days and
nights of your life.
The Chronicles of G. Bellington
Rumples shall continue...

continuedfrom page 2
ATEAC AUCTION
others, who have done very little to
help the club, took it upon themselves
VOLUNTEER
to get rid of six members of Wings
who they believed were causing
MEETING
trouble. These six members were the
most active members of the group.
They were the ones who did all the
work on club night, worked to build
brother— and sisterhood in Memphis
and the rest of the surrounding areas.
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 3 — 2:00 PM
They were the ones who helped puton
Peaches
AMERICAN RED CROSS
one of the best runs that Wings has
continuedfrom page 14
1400 Central Ave.
ever had since it started. Three of the
six made up half of the Executive
Volunteers are needed to help with ATEAC‘s
lems, and Peaches became involved.
Committee, and one of the six was
_ After this incident, she stayed out of
5th Annual Auction for AIDS scheduled for
awarded "Man of the Year" by the
«the whiteGay community for 13 years.
entire club.
April—6, 1991.
Around this same time, Dave, a
So, why the massacre in the first
photographerattheFamily AffairClub
Come to find out how YOU can help!
place? The two charter members say
on Vance, persuaded the owners that
it was because of non—payment of
the Gay/Lesbian crowd was an un—
annual dues. But over the last two or
tapped market. Thus began the Sun—
three years, several other members
day night shows at the Family Affair.
have failed to pay their annual dues by
This was the primary gathering place
the start of the fiscal year and nothing
for Black Gays and Lesbians for a
was ever said to them. It was also
long time, especially with the addi—
agreed on at the October 1990 regular
tion of Thursday nights.
business meeting that the dues could
A disagreement with the owners
be paid out, so long as it was done
caused Dave to leave, but in 1984, he
before the start of the regular monthly
opened theApartmentClub. The Black
meetings.. So why? Because David
community eventually discovered the
Bulliner and Milton Krueger were
Chronicles
new bar and have been patronizing it
afraid that the club was going to pull
ever since. Format at the Family Af—
continuedfrom page 13
its colors out ofChaps and place them
fair has fluctuated since then, but re—
in the Pipeline. And Milton Krueger and then he was gone.
cently there has been a large Lesbian
Notes that I sent to his room were presenceat thatclubon Sunday nights.
stated flatly that he would quit before
he would letWings‘ colors hang in the returned unopened, and after a week Several other clubs have had brief
Pipeline. They also wanted to keep of agony, I learned that he had left lives in the last couple of years—the
control of the club to benefit them— college. My heart was broken and my Last Stop (also known as 14KT) on
selves. They talk about promoting self—loathing was unbearable. The Marshall and Diva‘s/Catch Two on
brotherhoodand social harmony, then Christmas holidays were a hell that south Main.
Finally Ireturned
go and throw out six hard—working seemed
Peaches continued to perform in
members. This is not brotherhood or to college when I learned that Colin the BlackGay community, to become &
social harmony. It is called acting like would not be resuming his studies. I involved with two other clubs (the
a two—year—old child. If I can‘t be it would never see him again.
second Club Peaches at the site of the I"
I was driven, in my agony, to dis— old Huntand Club Brittany which had
(running everything), then I‘m taking
my toys back (taking over the club), cuss my story with a chap I met later a mixed crowd), and to continue her
and you can go home. But then when that year with whom I had much in lifelong work among young people.
did anybody say anything about them common and who offered a sympa— She isnow called Mr. Philips by anew
thetic and interested ear. In the telling, generation of young folks to whom
being other than that?
I think it is time that we of the Gay he found something irresistible, and she teaches computer. In 1989, she
community know just what kind of he helped me through this terrible judged the Miss J—Wag‘s pageant and
people that David and Milton are, and ordeal by showing me there were oth— became prominent in the white Gay
that is self—centered, two—year—old ers who felt as I did. It was not the community once again. She held the
children. Icall onall other people who dreadful and shameful thing that so— Miss J—Wag‘s title once and placed
feel the same way to boycott the bar ciety regards it as. This kind and wise second alternate in the 1989 revival of
called Chaps and Men ofLeather, and man became a very famous and im— Miss Gay Memphis. She is currently
portantnovelist, andifthis story seems show director at Chaps and is deeply
the bookstore.
Charles Matthews vaguely familiar to you, it is because involved in upcoming plans for the
Memphis he made it the basis (although with a bar.
much happier ending) for one of his
She styles herself "a true believer
Reader Responds
novels which was only recently, suc— in high fashion and glamour," and her
After reading the Triangle cessfully and sensitively, adapted for friends call her "professional. She en—
Journals{sic] article, "Group Distrib— the big screen.
joys her work." She sums up her at—
I think of those days and of Colin titude and her personal philosophy
utes Anti—Stewart Leaflet," I was
shocked to see there was{sic} only two often, and of the despair I felt over this way: "I respect Peaches, and I
names mentioned and both of them these alien feelings that grew only demand it in both the Gay and straight
officers of the MG&LCC. Does this stronger as the months passed, and communities." She has been fortunate
mean that the editors believe these which have indeed grown stronger enough to have had a share of respect
members can not[sic} have private over my long life. And also I think of in both. And she has an important
lives or opinions? Does this mean that the dread I felt: how absolutely con— place in the Gay history of Memphis.
you think all of the officers or board vinced I was that I would never find
members should have no private lives love again. But I did love again and
coMemphis now has three complete
or opinions or have you singled out with one who could return it.
collections of Gay newspapersfor the
What I want to say to you who read region. The Community Center and I newspaper to complete and maintain a
these two for a personel{sic]
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vendetti{sic}. Do you intend to try and my chronicles is this: if you have not are soliciting back issues of Dare collection ofthis publication.

Roundelay
(Lay? Lei? Leigh?)
There is nothing that can re—
store a Faerie‘s soul as much as
spending several days with a
clutch of Faeries. Yes, we went
back to Short Mountain. We will
regale you with genuine Faerie
(and Satyr) tales in person if you
really must hear, but we do want
you to bejealous. It can be exactly
what an old girl needs just to sit
and do nothing for a day or two.
Dateline: G. Bellington
Rumples. Still no sign of Bill
Browderorthat can ofblack paint.
We‘ll let you in on a secret: G.
Bellington Rumples was also
named Ben in honor of a very
eccentric relative whose endless
stream of correspondence pro—
vided a welcome and humorous
diversion during the Rumples‘
early years in Injah. Now you
know. We imagine that his
father‘s middlename was Jeffrey.
So there.
It is not easy to cross the
Shifting Sands but we have been
promised that Oz will turn up in a
whirlwind as soon as Glinda finds
the correct spell. Then those shoes
will take us there in two minutes.
We are telling you exactly as
much as we know ourselves.
Ditto on About Faces. It‘s not
easykeeping up with eleven sa—
loons.
On February 26, a Gay/Les—
bian Flea Market and Crafts Fair
was held at Rumples. This is yet
another brilliant example of Gay
diversity and creative fundraising.
The nice group renting spaces
included the haircare people from
Dabbles, Touch of Relaxation
massage, 2 Beans (Lesbian art—
ists), representatives of the
Memphis Chess club, BWMT,
B—GLAD, and other independent
craft people. Organizer Carmen
Jones hopes to schedule another
event ofthis type, perhaps in con—
junction with the Gay Pride cel—
ebration. Oh yes, a donation from
the proceeds is earmarked for
ATEAC.
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We understand there has been
some paint slung about at Reflec—
tions. Reports are that it is very
pleasant. Now about that flocked
wallpaper, circa 1960—what?
Our very own Mr. Double Sash
Leatherperson, Vance Reger, was
very involved, that is to pun,
instrumental, in a
fine offering of
woodwind
octet
—re—
cently that
even drew
us back to
ourplace of
business on
our day off.
The
Sym—
phony Wind Oc—
tetpresented a very charming little
concert—with many Anna
Russell—esquejacket notes by Mr.
Reger. Which only goes to prove
that serious musicians are not all
stuffy and that camp has more
places than it is given credit for.
A replay of this concert will take
place very soon at Dixon Gallery
& Gardens.
An AIDS play we had not
heard ofbefore, The Way We Live
Now, will have a two weekend
run at the Little Theatre at Theatre
Memphis. The prevue perfor—
mance will be a benefit for
ATEAC. See story elsewhere for
details or call ATEAC.
Congratulations to all those
mentioned in Dare newspaper‘s
People of the Year. Belated con—
gratulations to Aphrodite‘s hon—
orary member for 1990, Billie Jo
Casino.
Wow! Meristem and Gay
Women‘s Social Group are get—
ting together. Women‘s enter—
tainments are turning up more
and more often.
The Runaround
Aphrodite will hold its first
fundraiser of 1991 on Sun., Feb
24 at $ PM at WKRB. It will
benefit the Community Center.
Earlier that afternoon:there will
be an Open House at the Center
from noon until 7 PM with nibbles
at 3 and music from the collec—
tion of the late Doug Bryson.
They are touting a brand new
look and a new attitude.
Mardi Gras will be cel—
ebrated at the Pipeline starting at
noon on February 12. Gumbo,
jazz and a touch of the Quarter—
four years running.

The Hut will hold its Miss
Sweetheart Pageant on Feb. 16 —
at 8 PM. This event will be inti—
mate in the extreme.
Chaps will inaugurate the You
Ain‘t Right Club on Feb. 16.
They have amassed (or was it en
massed?) an enormous troupe of
guaranteed non—professional
camp drags which
promises to set
drag back 20
years.‘
Each
course of the
sumptuous buf—
fet will be fol—
lowedby a dif—
ferent antacid or
stomach remedy.
Commercials will
be included to accom—
modate chronic couch potatoes.
Charter memberships are $1 at
the door, or whenever they can
get it. Something ain ‘t right about
this. They are also planning a
50‘s costume Sock Hop very
soon. We are numb with antici—
pation.
WKRB will also once again
have Connie and Company on
Feb. 17.
B—Glad is celebrating Black
History Month with an outing to
tour the Beale St. Galleries on
Feb. 9 which will include dinner.
Melina and her All—Male Re—
vue will star in another benefit,
Feb. 28, at Rumples to benefit
both the MGLCC and the Gay
Switchboard. Whores and
d‘ouvresz will be in evidence
and the group is billed as Mark
and the Chippenales. Chips? Ale?
Whores? Do—overs? Anglophilia
seems to have invaded the exotic
dance business, what?
Rumples has also sprouted a
piano bar and jazz on Sundays.
Something different, yes?
February is certainly the month
for pageants at the Apartment
Club—Miss Cover Girl, Feb.3;
the Sweetheart Pageant, Feb. 14;
and Miss Apartment, Feb. 24.
Special guest Cherrell Ventura
will appear Feb. 22.
Women of Leather will hold
an auction to benefit the club on
Mar. 3 at WKRB from 8 to 10
PM.
a a
$=
Earlier that day(Sun. Mar. 3),
you can treat yourself to
Spaghetti dinner and a Bake
Sale courtesy of the‘ Lambda

Men‘s Chorus at the Commu—
nity Center. Proceeds will go to
the Center.
Final Round
Hey!—you with the sand in
your shoes! Whether we believe
you ought to be over there or not,
we hope you come home soon
and we have you in our minds.
We hope you all have a very
happy Valentine‘s Day.

Ta, ta.
Lady A.

ree No Credit Card or COD‘s Free
Fi I‘m Candy and I‘ll give you
A permission to do anything
you want to do to me. I‘m
just like the Candy that melts
in your mouth, call: FREE
FREE

FREE

Swingers Girls & Guys &
Couples Name & Phone
Numbers who want to meet
R you call direct: FREE FREE
1—901—388—8000

ac4{ S,CIOD 10 pav) pea) ON 224;]

January has been quiet and
pleasant. We have transported our
Faerie Castle to a new corner of
Faerieland so we may not have
been as omnipresent as usual.
However..............

‘ree No Credit Card or COD‘s Free

:

Anonymous and Free:
HIV/AIDS
Testing and Counseling
Wednesdays
5—7 PM
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Call 576—7714 for a private appointment.

gay

(Wamm's

Social Group
&
meristem)
invite you to a
Tatentine‘s Dance
Sat., Feb. 16, 1991
7:00 pm — Midnight
$3.00 per person
Cash bar
Tickets available at Meristem
For more information, call
Meristem at 276—0282 or
Debbie at 458—7431, evenings

Project Pentamidine Offers Low—Cost Drug
ProjectPentamidine is anon—profit
Low—cost pentamidine can be ob— accompany the delivery.
3. It must be for the individual use
service
highly
praised
by
doctors,
in—
tained with guaranteed weekly deliv—
Conference Draws
stitutions, and patients that assists in ery. It is completely legal due to the of patients.
Doctors and individuals are urged
the legal importation of Pentamidine FDA Guidelines for the 1mponatron
Educators, Caregivers
Isethionate, the most effective drug of"...articles for the treatment of seri— to take advantage of the service.
To contact Project Pentamidine, :
About 230 HIV/AIDS educators believes that while HIV disease may available for treating pneumonia ous and life—threatening conditions
call
or write: Jack Erdmann, Project
never
be
curable,
it
is
quickly
be—
caused
by
pneumocystis
in
AIDS
pa—
like
AIDS..."
The
simple
requirements
from community—based AIDS orga—
Pentamidine,
60 Lovell Avenue, Mill
coming
a
manageable
chronic
disease
tients.
Itis
a
life—sustaining
drug
that
is
are:
nizations, health departments, and
Valley,
CA
94941.
Call (415) 388—
so costly that effective use is out of
1. You can import up to a 3—month
other agencies convened in Nashville on the order of diabetes.
2105.
New
interventions
and
reach
for
many
who
need
it
most
supply
per
person.
Jan. 16—18 for a conference entitled
2. A doctor‘s prescription must
"Tennessee Tomorrow: AIDS in the preventatives are allowing PWA‘s to desperately.
live longer with a higher quality of
JackErdmann director of Project
90‘s."
The conference, sponsored by the life. Many speakers stressed the ne— Pentamiding, explains the two—fold
AIDS Program oftheTennessee Dept. cessity for early testing so that these * purpose ofthe project: First, and most
Healing Service for Persons
of Health and Environment, featured early therapies can be started, thereby | unportam, to bring political pressure
P
with HIV & AIDS,
local and national speakers and 18 delaying opportunistic mfecuons and ‘tobear on those who keep the price of
8
pernmmdme‘so
high
that
it
often
be—
the
onset
of
AIDS.
Their Families, Partners and Friends
different workshops.
Many
of
the
workshops
were
dr‘"comesan
overwhelming
burden
on
Stephen
was
speaker
The keynote
and Those Who Minister With Them
Raffanti, M.D., who spoke on the rected to agencies dealing with direct the individual AIDS patient. Second,
progress and promise for the future. care issues. Nutritional, legal, spiritual, he wants the drug available now at an
Calvary Episcopal Church Chapel
Dr. Raffanti traced the origin of the and social service issues were among affordable price. (The price of
Monday Feb. 18, 5:30 PM
fight against HIV and other viral dis— those offered. Special workshops for pentamidine through the Project is
and the third Monday of Every Month
eases from 1906 when the first virus dealing with adolescents, minorities, $59 per 300ml vial, substantially
IV
drug
users,
the
homeless,
Gay
and
cheaperthan
the
$100
to
$128
charged
was discovered. Most of the relevant
research on retroviruses, he said, has bi—sexual men, andhemophiliacs were by the U.S. manufacturer.)
come in the past few years. Raffanti also available.
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The Gay Memphis Resources
Directory is printed as a public
service, and its listings are free.
Agencies and businesses listed
herein have requested to be listed,
but have not been charged.
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Airport Bookmart: 2214 Brooks
Rd E. — 345—0657.
Cherokee Adult Book Store: 2947
Lamar — 744—7494.
Getwell Book Mart: 1275 Getwell
— 454—17765.
Paris Adult Entertainment
Center: 2432 Summer — 323—
2665.
BOOKS & GIFTS
Meristem: Feminist Book Store —
930 South Cooper — 276—0282.
BULLETIN BOARDS
The Personals: Gay computer
bulletin board — 300 or 1200
baud — 274—6713. (You must
have a computer and modem to
access this service.)
Two‘s Company: Gay computer
bulletin board and computer
support. "Handles" accepted.
1200/2400 baud. 7264073.

CARPET CARE / CLEANING
SERVICES
King‘s Kieaning Service: Home or
Office — 272—0609.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or
Residential, 24—hr. service, free
estimates — 327—6165.
COMMUNITY GROUPS
Aid to End AIDS Committee
(ATEAC): AIDS Service
Organization — Box 40389,
Memphis 381 74—0389 — 458—
AIDS or 272—0855.
Agape New Life Church:
Worship: Sundays at 11:00 AM
and Wednesdays at 7:00 PM,
405 N. Cleveland, Suite 3,
Memphis 38104 — 3274145.
American Gay Atheists (AGA)
Memphis: Box 41371, Memphis
38174—1371.
Black & White Men Together
(BWMT): Box 41773, Memphis
38174 — 452—5894 or 726—1461.
Black Gay & Lesbian Alliance for
Dignity (B—GLAD): Box 1921,
Memphis 38101 — 327—3943 or
948—2345.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling
League: 1161 Poplar Ave #15,
Memphis 38105.

Covington, TN 38019.
CREATIVE MANAGEMENT
professional seeking position in
advertising or broadcasting field. 22
years of management experience.
Background includes print and
broadcast advertising, business—to—
business marketing, and broadcast
programming and products. Very
stable work history—11 years with
most recent employer. Interested in
career move that offers opportunity
for advancement based on
achievement.Call BobDumais at725—
9178 for complete resume and
references.
PERSONALS
COMBAT ASSAULT wantedonmy
CBT by butch, 6‘1", burly, bearstud,
WM, 40, 200#, healthy. Seek sweaty,
WM,MP cop/leather/western, mutual
safe. No drugs, torture, injury, strings.
Apply w/photo to Kurt, Dept. R—02,
Box 11485, Memphis, TN 38111—
(485.
EMPLOYMENT
GF seeking female, any ethnic group,
HelpWanted.Waiters andBartenders
mature, decent, versatile, open—
needed in the Memphis area. Full or
minded, active, compassionate, style,
part—time, daysandevenings available.
feminineforroommateorlover. Write:
Salaries above minimum wage, (avg.
2579 Barron Ave, Memphis, TN
$5/hr) depending on experience plus
38114.
tips. Send resume or work history.
Greg—Not the guy
from
Reply to: Dept. J—12, Box 11485,
Provincetown! We metatReflections
Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
12/25/90. Thanks for a wonderful
Wanted: Looking for ajob. Any kind
evening! Drop me a line in
of general work. Prefer working for a
Massachusetts sometime—Karl.
Gay employer. Contact: POBox 356,
GWM, 5°9", 163#, br/bl, caring,
sincere, discreet, home—oriented.
18—The Triangle Journal— February 1991 Seeks GWM 21—40 with similar

CLASSIFIED Rates: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30
words (including address or phone
number) and a $2.00 charge for the
use ofour P.O. Box. Please specify if
you want to use our P.O. Box.
Commercial ads are charged at the
rate of20¢per word, $3.00 minimum.
Phone numbersand zip codesare free.
Deadline for ads is the 15th of each
month. Sendto TriangleJournalNews,
Box11485Memphis, TN38111—0485.
Classifieds must be submitted in
writing and must include your name
and a telephone number where you
can be reached to verify the ad.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Gay and Lesbian American Indians
who are interested in coming together
withothersoflike heritageforsupport,
call (901) 452—2860.
Wanted: Volunteers to work in all
areas. Get active! Join the Memphis
Gay Coalition.

Catholic Lesbians: Faith at 324—
6949.
Colors: Box 1921, Memphis 38101.
Gay Women‘s Social Group: Lee
at 327—6165.
Holy Trinity Community Church:
2323 Monroe — Mailing address:
Box 41648, Memphis, 38174 —
726—9443. Worship Service:
Sundays, 11:00 AM, Bible
study: Wednesdays, 7:00 PM.
Into The Light (Women‘s AA):
Meets Sundays at Noon,
Thursdays at 8 PM at Memphis
Lambda Center.
Kinship: Seventh Day Adventist
Gay religious group — Box
171135, Memphis 38187—1135 —
7534—6160.
Lambda Men‘s Chorus: MGLCC,
1291 Madison, Memphis 38104
— 2764651 — Rehearsals:
Tuesdays, 7pm, MGLCC.
Loving Arms: Shelia Tankersley at
393—0983.
Memphis Center for
Reproductive Health: 1462
Poplar Ave, Memphis 38104 —
274—3550.
Memphis Gay Coalition (MGC):
Box 3038, Memphis 38173—0038
— T28—GAYS.
Memphis Gay & Lesbian
Community Center
{(MGLCC): 1291 Madison,

Memphis 38104 — Mailing
. address: Box 40231, Memphis
38174—0231 — 276—4651.
Memphis Lambda Center:
Meeting place for 12—step
recovery programs — 241 N.
Cleveland (above United Paint
Store), Memphis — 276—7379.
Memphis State University
Students for Gay & Lesbian
Awareness (GALA): GALA c/o
Office of Greek Affairs, MSU
38152.
Minority Prison Project (MPP):
For information: John Prowett,
1308 Jefferson Avenue,
Memphis 38104 — 274—2960.
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite: Box
41822, Memphis 381 74—1822.
Names Project Memphis: Box
34576, Memphis 38184—0576 —
725—0371.
National Organization for
Women (NOW): Box 40982,
Memphis 381 74—0982 — 276—
0282.
Out and About Memphis: Tom at
274—1847, Dale at 276—0275.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians
And Gays (P—FLAG): Box
172031, Memphis 38187—2031 —
761—1444.
.
Phoenix (Gay AA): 272—9549, 276—
7379, or 454—1414.
Positive Mental Attitude

qualities for movies, travel, dinners,
conversation,
friendship/1:1
relationship. Reply to: Box 38185,
Memphis, TN 38183.
I would like to start off the New Year
with Mr. Right. Would you? I am an
attractive 35—year—old GWM, 57",
130#, non—smoker, br/bl hair, bl/eyes.
looking for GWM who enjoys being
in groups but also quiet evenings at
home. I enjoy many activities and am
adaptable to the interests of others.
The moremasculine you are, themore
attracted I will be to you. If this fits
you, take a chance and respond. True
happiness may be in the near future
for the two ofus. Photo requested. No
drugs! Respond: Dept. H—02, PO Box
11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
Memphis GWM, 37, 5°11", br/bl,
175#, smoker, occasional drinker,
masculine, versatile, considered
attractive, financially stable,
intelligent. Enjoy reading, movies,
theater, & a quiet evening at home.
Not into bars, not good at playing the
games. Lost lover of 6 yrs. in traffic
accidentayearago & amready to start
living again. I wantto meetGWM late
20‘s thru 40‘s. He‘ll be attractive,
masculine, financially stable &
someone not afraid of the work a
relationship requires. Start with
friendship, possibly becoming a
relationship. Phone David at 458—
3628. Please leave message if not
home.
Professional GWM, 35, 5°6", 135#,
br/br, looking for GWM, 25—38 for

friendship, dating, or possible
relationship. Please no fats, ferns, or
© drugs. Replywith phone and
Dept. J—02, Box 11485, Memphrs TN
38111—0485.
SBF, 24, seeking intelligent, discrect,
sincere, and out—going friend.
Nationality unimportant. Reply to:
Dept. W—02, Box 11485, Memphis,
TN 38111—0485.
Steve, Thanks for always being there
for me when I needed you. You are
very special and deserve the best, in
my eyes. Also, the 9 yrs. I have spent
with you, through good times and bad
times, have been the best 9 yrs. of my
life. Happy Valentine‘s Day. I love
you so much and always will. Love,
Ron.
WANTED: SOMEONE SPECIAL!
Nice—looking GWM, 30, 61", br/br,
with many good qualities. Seeking
sincere, loving, fun, GWM, 25—50,
who is tired of head games for a true
friend or relationship. Phone Scott at
(601) 489—8023, any time after 6 pm.
White, bisexual male, 44, looking for
Black effeminate men or queens for
hot & passionate weekends. I am
aggressive/passive, you must be the
same. Contact: John, 1308 Jefferson,
Memphis, TN 38104
WM,bottom, mid—fifties,eager to meet
aggressive top for afternoon sessions,
any age, any race. Also want to meet
and serve mistress, preferably one
with docile spouse. New to scene, but
anxious to be trained. Serious replies
only. Reply to: Dept. A—02, Box

Association, Inc: 28 N.
Claybrook, Suite 1, Memphis
38104 — 276—PMAA.
Tennessee Gay & Lesbian Gay
Alliance (T—GALA): Box
24181, Nashville, TN 37202.
Transexuals in Prison (TIP): For
information: John Prowett, 1308
Jefferson Avenue, Memphls

38104 — 274—2960.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club — Box
41082, Memphis 38174—1082.
Wings: Box 41784, Memphis
38174—1784.
Women of Leather: Box 41322,
Memphis 38127—1322.
COUNSELING SERVICES
Becky Caperton, MS: Counseling
— 327—9758.
Beth Causey, M.Div.: Pastoral
counseling — 454—0108.
Bob Hughes, MS: Counseling,
Codepenu
Wholistic Healthcare Services,
5583 Murray Road, Memphis
38119 — 767—6351.
Kim A. Moss, MS: Midtown
Counseling Service, 1835 Union,
Suite 101, Memphis 38104 —
7264586.
Carole Taylor, MS:—Counseling —
458—17098.

11485, Memphis, TN 38111—0485.
PETS
puppies (4 females 2 males) avarlable
for Valentine‘s Day (6 weeks old).
Sable and white, black and sable, full
collars, excellent blood lines. $300
526—0180
REAL ESTATE
HomeForSale OrRentMSU/Messick
Area. Three bedrooms, one bath,
central heatand air, gas fireplace, new
wall—to—wallcarpeting, freshly painted
inside and out, ceiling fans, stove,
refrigerator, garbagedisposal, washer—
dryerconnections,fenced—yard, cable
connection, concrete patio, storage
shed. Call 454—1411 to schedule a
viewproperty.
ROOMMATES
GWM Roommate 35 to share fully
furnished apt.—Downtown—The
Rivermark. All Amenities included.
Great view of river, DW, Ice maker,
beautiful apt., Nautilus weight room,
jacuzzi, sauna, etc. $320/month
includes everything. Call (901) 525—
9917. Michael. Must be discreet!
Employed—sober—drug free.
WM, 36, 226#, 6‘, smooth, average
endowment, looking for heavy WM
55 or older, F/P, not looking for sugar
daddy, just friend and room/board at
your place. Honest ultra—discretion
expected and returned. Extremely
thick endowment a big plus. Call:
Gary — 1—989—5417. Can pay up to
including

Northeast Mental Health Center:
382—3880.
FINANCIAL PLANNING
Charles Butler, CFP: 767—3661.
GRAPHICS
Printers Ink: Box 11485,
Memphis, TN 38111—0485 —
454—1411.

Wildhare Graphics: 344 North
LINC: 725—8895.
Watkins, Memphis, TN 38104 —
Narcotics Anonymous: 276—LIVE.
278—8437.
Rape Crisis: 528—2161.
;
j
Suicide & Crisis Intervention:
HELP & INFORMATION
274—1477.
LINES —
— Transvestite—Transexual National
—
— Hotline: (206) 623—1549 — 24
AIDS Switchboard: 458—AIDS —
hrs.
®
3:30—11pm.
®
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: 1—
LEGAL SERVICES
800—347—TEEN.
a
&
Gay Switchboard: 728—GAYS —
Wayne C. Gulledge, Attorney At
7:30—11pm.
Law: 208 S. Heard Street,

Senatobia, MS 38668 — (601)
562—8738.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At
Law: 100 N. Main, Suite 3310,
Memphis 38103 — 525—0417..
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney
At Law: 1903 Lincoln American
Tower, 60 North Mid—America
Mall, Memphis 38103 — 527—
3795:

MASSAGE SERVICES
"Just the Right Touch":
Therapeutic/Sports Massage by
Appointment — 372—1841 or
_
Beeper 762—3894 (7am—10pm).
"A Touch Of Relaxation":
Therapeutic massage by
appointment, Ms. Bernie Gwyn —
522—1482 or 522—17054.
NEWSPAPERS / RADIO
Gay Alternative: Radio program,
Mon. 6:00—7:00 PM, WEVL—FM
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+ Brothers & Sisters|« MGLCC Open

|

Bowling League,
| Big Daddy‘s, 7pm

Thursday—Sunday
Evenings, All Day

.§

38174. _
Triangle Journal News: Monthly
Newspaper published by Printers
Ink — Box 11485, Memphis,
38111—0485 — 454—1411.

Saturda¥

NIGHT CLUBS / DINING
Apartment: 343 Madison — 525—
9491. —
R
Barbara‘s: 1474 Madison — 278—
4313.

« Worship Services:
See Above
+ B—GLAD C/R
+ ATEAC Auction
Volunteer Mtg., Red|
CrossBldg., 2pm
+ Women & AIDS
(Adult women only)
6pm, Meristem
+ Miss Cover Girl,
h
:

|< Video Night,
MGLCC, 7pm

*+ Anonymous HIV
« MGC Business « Lambda Men‘s
Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
Meeting, Main
MGLCC
Library, MTG Rm A,|7pm, MGLCC
|7pm
f
_‘
+«BWMT C/R,
7:30pm —

_M[T:5pfrjlmen% b @. |

4|

R

~G |—

6L

ESS

1
2
}
— Brothers & Sisters|+ B—GLAD
Bowling League, Dinner/Beale Street
| Big Daddy‘s, 7pm Gallery Tour, 2pm,
Pant
Hendy Park
+ BWMT POt LUCK _|; yore Spiritual
7pm
Workshogzpmgall
3
*+ Drumming &
Chanting Concert,
7:30pm, Church on
the River

7|

2%

[« Worship Services: |.
See Above
* Women‘s Mysteries

[MARDI aRras
JASH WEDNESDAY|ST. VALENTINES |« Third Friday,
LINCOLN‘S B‘DAY
j
DAY.
Coffee House,
* Lambda Men‘s
* Anonymous HIV
MGLCC

Workfhop, 10am,
eristem
+ B—GLAD Business
Meeting
f
* BWMT Board
Meeting, 1:30pm
* Drumming &
Chanting Workshop
6pm, Meristem

shamaglegzarsal,
m,
f
£
5
* Mardi Gras —
Celebration, Pipeline,
Noon—All Day

(+ Worship Services: |PRESIDENTS‘
See Above
DAY
?
y
* Black Women &
|« MGC GayRap
Apartheid, Guest
Discussion, 7pm,
Speakers, 6pm,
MGLCC, Topic:
Meristem
Gay Switchboard
Training
« Connie & Co.,
WKRB
(

‘I7A

[« Worship Services:|
See Above =
* MGLCC Open
House, 12-7pm

8 for location

|« BWMT C/R,
7:30pm

:

f
|« BWMT Open
Forum, Main

.
_

Library, Peabody &
McLean, Mtg Rm A,
7:30pm
}

25

26)

J—Wags: 1268 Madison — 725—1909.
Oops: 1349 Autunin — 272—1634.
Pipeline: 1382 Poplar — 726—5263.
Reflections: 92 North Avalon —
272—1525.
~ WKRB in Memphis: 1528
Madison — 278—9321.

i QJ
_

[— MGLCC Board} _
Meeting, 11:30am
See—S:
* Pot Luck, MGLCC,

|WASHINGTON‘S [+ MGLCC Open
BIRTHDAY
Thursday—Sunday
Evenings, All Day
* Brothers & Sisters Saturday —
Bowling League,
§
Big Daddy‘s, 7pm

181
19A
720k
211
|« Lambda Men‘s |« Anonymous HIV [+ Video Night,
Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
MGLCC, 7pm
March 1
7pm, MGLCC
MGLCC
af:
*» MGLCC Benefit,
Rumples, 7:30pm

Madison — 725—0415.
Hut: 102 N. Cleveland — 725—9872.

~PORTRAITS /
PHOTOGRAPHY
327—3760. _

+ Video Night,

[+ Lambda Men‘s
|+ Anonymous HIV |« Video Night,
Chorus Rehearsal, Testing, 5—7pm,
MGLCC, 7pm
7pm, MGLCC
MGLCC

* B—GLAD Cocktail
Party, Talent Show,

Wm Len Apts., 4pm
*+ Aphrodite Benefit,
WKRB, 8pm
* Miss Apartment
Pageant,
garment
23

|+Drumming &
Chanting Concert,
8pm, Call Meristem —

7;7m(,j$:'31 widish, $5
F
w/o dis
Mees
_
[MGLCG, Tpm
« Brothers & SiSteTS |,
valentine
3
f
Bpwmg League,
Dance, 7pm
|* Benefit
« Sweetheart
Big Daddy‘s, 7PM
_|. you Ain‘t Right
Performance "The Pageant, Apartment
Club, Chaps, 8pm
Way We Live Now,"
—
«Advertising & Copy « Miss Sweethaert
+ Mardi Gras Show, .. Little Theatre at
«Valentine‘s Show, Deadline for TJN _| Pageant, The Hut,
Reflections
Theatre
Reflections
8pm

—.

Testing, 5—7pm,

Meristem for location

Chaps: 111 N. Claybrook — 726—
4767.
G. Bellington Rumples: 1819

27
/
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Triangle Journal

_|& News due out

Evenings & All
Day Saturday

~

REAL ESTATE SERVICES

Steve Solomon, Affiliate Broker,
Davies—Sowell, Inc.: 54 S.
Cooper, Memphis 38104 — (901)
— 2784380.
VCR SERVICE
Jim‘s V.VC.R. Service: Cleaning,

Maintenance, Repair — 1309 —
Maria Street — 454—7026.
TRIANGLE JOURNAL NEWS
IS ALSO
DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
LOCATIONS
f
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397
Perkins Rd. Ext. — 683—9801.
Men of Leather: Leather shop —
111 N. Claybrook — 722—8963.
P & H Cafe: 1532 Madison Ave. —
274—9794.
Star Search Video: 1264 Madison
— 272—STAR.
Squash Blossom Market: 1720
Poplar — 7254823
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
Mendenhall Rd S. — 682—3326 &
1803 Union — 726—1622.
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Bookmart
2214 E. Brooks Rd.
——— 345—0657

Airport

Open 24 Hours

WeCarry a Great Selection of
———
Adult
_ Videos
Magazines
Novelties & More!
Shop Us Th1$ Weekend for Big Savings!
New Movies Twice Weekly in Arcade!
Happy Valentine‘s Day
: 1
4{
Airport BookMart f
9s)
£
— Valentine‘s & Mardi Gras Sale
$
A Selected Group of $59.95, $49.95, & $39.95 Videos —
4b
f
f
Now Only
:
—
Ps
ep"
_
$19.95
_
tp

~

§

Happy Mardi Gras

